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Simulation of Near Continuum, Hypersoni Flow Using aModular Partile-Continuum MethodTimothy R. Deshenes∗, Iain D. Boyd†Department of Aerospae Engineering, University of Mihigan, Ann Arbor, MI, 48109andThomas E. Shwartzentruber‡Department of Aerospae Engineering and Mehanis, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, 55455A modular partile-ontinuum (MPC) method is used to simulate a low Knudsen num-ber, steady-state hypersoni ow whih exhibit small regions of ollisional nonequilibriumwithin a mainly ontinuum ow eld. This method loosely ouples an existing diret sim-ulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) ode to a Navier-Stokes solver (CFD) while allowing bothtime-step and ell size to be ompletely deoupled between eah method. Full thermalnonequilibrium (rotational and vibrational) is implemented in both ow modules withompatible relaxation models. The goal of the present investigation is to study the eetof loally rareed regions on the heat transfer along the after body of a planetary probebody. Previous researh suggests that poor agreement in after body heating ould be dueto loally rareed regions along the rear surfae of blunt bodies in hypersoni ow. Hybridsimulations are ompared to full CFD and experimental measurements for high density,hypersoni ow over a sting-mounted planetary probe onguration. By using a hybridmethod, the eet of rareed regions an be examined for a very low Knudsen numberase where the omputational expense of performing full DSMC alulations is very highdue to the four order of magnitude variation in harateristi length and time sales andunneessary due to the large ontinuum region. Despite an inrease in physial aurayin the wake region, the initial MPC results have the same level of agreement with experi-mental measurements as the full CFD solutions. This ould be due to insuient transienttime for the MPC simulation and will be explored in the future.Nomenlature
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T Temperature [K]
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η Number of internal degrees of freedom
λ Mean free path [m]
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]
θ Charateristi temperature [K]
σ Referene ross setion [m2]
τ Relaxation time [s]
ω VHS visosity temperature exponentSubsripts
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamis
DSMC diret simulation Monte Carlo
MW Millikan and White








∞ Free stream I. IntrodutionHypersoni vehiles traveling through the upper atmosphere reate a multi-sale ow problem due tothe large variation in the harateristi ow length and time sales. The parameter often used to omparethese length sales with the vehile is the Knudsen number whih is dened as the ratio of the mean freepath (λ) to a harateristi length sale (lc). At very low Knudsen numbers, the ow an be onsidered verynear ollisional equilibrium due to the many moleular ollisions that our around the vehile. For thesevery near equilibrium ows, the approximations inherent in the formulation of the Navier-Stokes equationsare valid and an be readily solved using Computational Fluid Dynamis (CFD). As the Knudsen numberinreases, the number of moleular ollisions ourring around the body derease and the approximationsused to lose the Navier-Stokes equations beome invalid, and the ow is onsidered to be rareed, or inollisional nonequilibrium. Diret simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) is a omputational method that anreprodue the Boltzmann equation whih orretly desribes the kineti nature of the ow for these dilutegases. Though valid aross all Knudsen numbers, DSMC beomes omputationally expensive at very lowKnudsen numbers due to ell size and time-step restritions inherent in the method. Even at very lowglobal Knudsen numbers, there are often regions suh as the shok, boundary layer, and wake that exhibitnonequilibrium eets ontained in a mainly ontinuum ow eld. Despite being small, the loally rareedregions an have a large eet on ow results of interest suh as the aerodynamis or heat transfer to thebody. For these ows, CFD an not be applied to the entire ow eld due to the physial inauray, whilefull DSMC is omputationally expensive and unneessary sine the majority of the ow eld is ontinuum.Hypersoni, low density ow over blunt bodies is one example where neither full CFD nor full DSMC anbe applied to the entire ow eld. In the fore-body region, the mean free path is suiently small enough2 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis

























(a) LENS Conguration from Ref. 13. (b) Cylinder onguration from Ref. 12.Figure 1. Comparison of heat ux predited by DSMC, CFD, and the MPC method for various ow geometries andow onditions.rene the ells near the old sting. Based on previous suessful veriation of the MPC method with fullDSMC results, this study will be preliminary work on applying the MPC method to the highest density owof non-reating N2 over the planetary probe onguration and produe results that ontain higher delityphysis than are available in the Navier-Stokes equations.III. The MPC methodThe modular partile-ontinuum (MPC) method is apable of simulating planar shok waves10 and twodimensional and axi-symmetri ows.11, 13, 16 For the ontinuum regions, it uses LeMANS, while MONACOis used for rareed regions. Very few modiations are made to eah soure ode whih allows the use ofstate of the art simulation methods that have been previously developed and veried. Instead, the fous ison the hybrid methodology, partiularly where the interfae between CFD and DSMC is loated and whenand how information should be transferred between the two modules. The rst two subsetions will outlinethe important physial models for the ow of interest employed in eah ow solver, while the proeedingsubsetion summarizes the methodology used in the framework of the MPC method.III.A. CFD ModuleLeMANS is a laminar, hypersoni ode that uses CFD to solve the Navier-Stokes equations that are modiedto aount for rotational and vibrational nonequilibrium. The Variable Hard Sphere (VHS) visosity model,as seen in Eqs. 1 and 2, is used to be onsistent with the DSMC module. For all simulations presented inthis paper, diatomi nitrogen is used with a referene temperature, Tref , of 273 K and a referene diameter,
dref , of 4.17 × 10−10 m. The power law exponent used is ω = 0.75 while m is the moleular mass, k isthe Boltzmann onstant, and Ttra is the loal translational temperature. The invisid uxes are solved inLeMANS using a modied version of the Steger-Warming ux vetor splitting method. This method is lessdissipative outside of the shok whih is required to resolve the boundary layer, but swithes bak to theoriginal form of the Steger-Warming uxes within the shok. Visous uxes are alulated using both valuesat the ell enters and nodes. For this work, the method uses a point-impliit time-integration method. More4 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis










2πd2ref (5 − 2ω) (7 − 2ω)
(2)Rotational nonequilibrium is modeled using a separate rotational energy equation as shown in Eq. 3 where
−→q rot is the rotational heat ux given by Fourier's law, −→u ds is the speies diusion veloity given by Fik'slaw and ẇrot is the rotational energy soure term. Equation 4 shows that the rotational energy soure terman be split into two parts, one to model the translational-rotational relaxation proess and one to aountfor loss and gain of rotational energy due to hemial reations. For this work, hemistry is negleted, so theseond term is zero.
∂Erot
∂t
+ ∇ · (Erot−→u ) = −∇ · (−→q rot) −∇ ·
∑
s

























































 (7)In a similar manner to rotational nonequilibrium, LeMANS also inludes a separate energy equation, asseen in Eq. 8, to model vibrational nonequilibrium. Here, −→q vib is the vibrational heat ux given by Fourier'slaw, −→u ds is the speies diusion veloity given by Fik's law, and ẇvib is the vibrational soure term. Again,the vibrational soure term an be split into two parts, as seen in Eq. 9, whih are used to model thevibrational-translational relaxation proess and the hange of total vibrational energy due to hemistry. Forthis work, hemistry is negleted so the seond soure is zero.
∂Evib
∂t
+ ∇ · (Evib−→u ) = −∇ · (−→q vib) −∇ ·
∑
s






































vib,s = τMW + τP (13)III.B. DSMC ModuleMONACO is a general, ell-based implementation of the DSMC method apable of simulating 2-D, 3-D,or axially symmetri ows. Modules that model rotational, vibrational, or hemial nonequilibrium of anarbitrary number of speies are also available. The VHS ollision model that repliates the marosopivisosity-temperature dependene under equilibrium onditions whih is shown in Eq. 1 is used.Rotational relaxation is modeled using the phenomenologial variable rotational energy exhange prob-ability model of Boyd,20 that is derived from Parker.18 This formulation uses a probability of a rotationallyinelasti ollision, φrot,s (Ec), that reprodues the marosopi relaxation time by satisfying Eq. 14 where










































(17)III.C. Hybrid ImplementationBoth the auray and eieny of a hybrid DSMC-CFD method depend strongly on proper plaementof the interfae loation. For physial auray, the interfae loation must be loated within regions thatan be onsidered in ollisional equilibrium, where the veloity distribution is only slightly perturbed fromequilibrium, and the Navier-Stokes equations are valid. The eieny of the hybrid method requires theinterfae between CFD and DSMC to be loated near the edge of the ollisional equilibrium region. TheMPC method uses a gradient-length Knudsen number rst proposed by Boyd et al.22, 23 Equation 18 showsthe gradient-length Knudsen number where λ is the loal mean free path and Q is some ow quantity of6 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis


















NS Boundary CellsFigure 2. Hybrid partile-ontinuum oupling proedure.25A DSMC mesh is reated from a rened CFD mesh using an estimate of the mean free path from theinitial full CFD solution. For this work, DSMC ells are rened to be less than 3 times the mean free path,while a maximum of 25 dynamially reated ollisional subells are used to ensure that the mean ollisionseparation between ollision pairs is less than a mean free path. Referene 25 provides a detailed outlineof the mesh renement algorithm that is used in this study. One the DSMC mesh is reated, the initialinterfae loation is found using the breakdown parameter shown in Eq. 18. Next, a DSMC buer regionis reated. This buer region is used throughout the unsteady portion of the simulation as the initial CFDsolution relaxes to the DSMC result. In order to obtain an aurate DSMC predition in rareed regions, thebuer region must be large enough to eliminate any error aused by the initially inaurate DSMC boundaryonditions from the CFD module. For this work, the buer region is set to 6 CFD ells whih ensures thatpartiles experiene a suient number of ollisions before entering the rareed region. At the beginningof eah iteration, DSMC boundary ells are repopulated with partiles in a manner onsistent with theChapman-Enskop veloity distribution funtion based on marosopi values and gradeints extrated fromthe loal CFD ells. Periodially, the breakdown parameter is re-evaluated to ensure that the entire rareedregion is ontained within the DSMC domain. One the interfae loation has stopped moving, informationfrom the DSMC region is passed to the CFD edges and the CFD module iterates. Equation 19 shows thesubrelaxation average that the MPC method uses to redue the satter in information olleted from DSMCand applied as boundary onditions to the CFD domain.26 This performs a weighted average that applies asmall weight to the urrent sample while applying a larger weight to the previous average. Though it lagsthe urrent solution during the unsteady portion of the simulation, agreement improves as the ow reahessteady-state. For this work, a subrelaxation parameter of Φ = 1. × 10−3 is used.7 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
Q̄j = (1 − Φ) Q̄j−1 + ΦQj (19)For this work, only the near wake region is onsidered to be rareed, and the Navier-Stokes equations arephysially aurate over most of the domain. This results in very little movement of the interfae loations.Figure 3 illustrates this by showing the initial and nal CFD-DSMC interfae loations for the planetaryprobe ase onsidered in this work. One the interfae has stopped moving, the MPC method periodiallyswithes between the two modules, while allowing information to be transfered at eah module swith as theentire ow eld iterates to the steady-state solution. After a user inputted number of iterations, the over-lapregions are removed, interfaes are loked, and DSMC sampling begins.
Figure 3. Initial and nal interfae loations (top) and variation in mean free path (bottom) for Mah 10.3 ow of N2over a planetary probe onguration with a global Knudsen number of 1 × 10−4.IV. Geometry and Flow ConditionsFor this study, numerial simulation of the LENS ase D is presented. Figure 4 shows a shemati ofthe geometry used for the simulations with denitions of the points of interest along the body. The blunted









Location    X [cm]      Y [cm]
  A             0.000        0.000
  B             0.230        1.303
  C             2.438        7.369
  D            2.796         7.620
  E             3.177        7.239
  F             3.177        2.537
  G            3.809        1.905
  H           48.897       1.905Figure 4. Initial and nal interfae loations for Mah 10.3 ow of N2 over a planetary probe onguration with aglobal Knudsen number of 1 × 10−4.Flow onditions used in this study are listed in Table 1 whih were alulated from Ref. 14. All internalmodes are assumed to be in equilibrium with the translational mode and also set to a temperature of
244.8 K. The Navier-Stokes solver employs no slip (temperature or veloity) at the wall boundaries, whileDSMC applies full thermal and momentum aommodation for partiles olliding with the wall.Table 1. Experimental ow onditions for the planetary probe.Case M∞ U∞ [ms ] ρ∞ [ kgm3 ] T∞ [K] λ∞ [m] Tw [K] Kn∞LENS-D 10.31 3, 287. 3.70 × 10−3 244.8 1.6 × 10−5 294.0 1.0 × 10−4V. Numerial ResultsThis setion outlines the numerial results derived from both the MPC method and full DSMC. First,ow eld properties are presented with a fous on the dierenes in the near wake region. Next, preditedsurfae properties are ompared with eah other and published experimental measurements.V.A. Flow FieldFor all ases, the rareed region has a negligible eet on the ontinuum fore body region. The rareed regiondoes, however, hange the ontinuum region downstream. Figure 5 ompares the horizontal veloity ontourspredited between the MPC method and full CFD. In addition, stream lines are post-proessed to highlightthe dierenes in the reirulation regions predited by the two methods. These dierenes in reirulationregions have a large eet on other near wake ow eld properties. In general, the size of the main vortexpredited by CFD and the MPC method are nearly the same, but the MPC method predits a slightlylonger main vortex along the sting mount whih ould be due to veloity slip along the sting. In addition,the enter of the main vortex is slightly higher and further bak whih is aused by the larger seondaryvorties predited in the MPC solution ompared to full CFD. The predition of these two seondary vortiesthat are loated along the rear fae, just below the shoulder and in the sting junture area are signiantlydierent. First, the MPC method predits both seondary vorties to be larger than the orresponding CFDsimulation. In addition, the MPC method predits a fourth vortex very near the shoulder that is ompletelyabsent in the full CFD results. Also, the MPC method predits that the streamlines along the edge of eahvortex lie muh loser to the surfae than those predited by full CFD. These dierenes also are a resultof the slip veloity at the surfae that DSMC predits, while the Navier-Stokes equations predit zero slip.The dierenes in sizes of seondary vorties has a diret eet on the predition of the vibrational energymode ontours in the region, and also on the surfae pressure and heat ux to the body.Figure 6 ompares the translational temperature ontours predited by full CFD (top) and the MPCmethod (bottom). The MPC solution predits a larger region of hotter gas near the wake region of the body.9 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
Figure 5. U veloity ontours with streamlines of wake vorties predited by full CFD (top) and the MPC method(bottom) for Mah 10.3 ow of N2 over a planetary probe onguration with a global Knudsen number of 1 × 10−4.This ould be due to the temperature slip predited by the MPC method in this region. In addition, theMPC method predits a ooler temperature along the stream line on the edge of the main vortex, whih doesnot our in the Navier-Stokes solution. This ould be due to the assumptions in the Navier-Stokes equationsresulting in a higher ollision frequeny in this region whih has an eet of inreased heat ondution thanthat predited by the DSMC module used by the MPC method in this region. Finally, the translationaltemperature predited along the sting far away from the wake diers in the two solutions, despite bothmethods employed CFD in this region.Figure 7 shows the rotational temperature ontours predited by full CFD and the MPC method. Sinethe rotational energy modes equilibriate with the translational temperature very quikly, the preditedrotational elds are nearly the same as the translational temperature. The one exeption is that CFDpredits a slightly smaller region of high rotational temperature (> 1, 500 K) gas in the reirulation region,while the MPC method predits the same size as the translational temperature region. In ontrast, Fig. 8ompares the vibrational temperature ontours predited by full CFD and the MPC method. Here, bothmethods predit the vibrational mode to be very far from equilibrium with the translational mode. Inaddition, some distint dierenes between the two solutions are evident. First, the MPC method atuallypredits a faster relaxation proess along the streamline that expands very near the shoulder and passesalong the edge of the main vortex. This ould be in part due to the dierenes in sizes of the vortex inthis region, where the gas is irulated around the vortex more in the MPC solution, but it ould also bedue to dierenes in the relaxation rates in the expansion region where the ow transitions very quiklyfrom a large density that an be onsidered ontinuum to a rareed, very low density region in a very shortow time. Finally, the eet of the seondary vortex along the bakside of the probe is very evident inthe vibrational temperature ontour. Here, the larger reirulation of gas predited by the MPC methodallows a vibrationally ool region to develop due to the longer ow time that eah uid element remains inthis region. Downstream of the wake, both CFD and the MPC method predit nearly idential vibrationaltemperature ontours aross the weak re-ompression shok.
10 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
Figure 6. Translational temperature ontours predited by full CFD (top) and the MPC method (bottom) for Mah10.3 ow of N2 over a planetary probe onguration with a global Knudsen number of 1 × 10−4.
Figure 7. Rotational temperature ontours predited by full CFD (top) and the MPC method (bottom) for Mah 10.3ow of N2 over a planetary probe onguration with a global Knudsen number of 1 × 10−4.11 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis






























Figure 9. Comparison of veloity near the surfae predited by the MPC method and full CFD for Mah 10.3 ow of


























Figure 11. Comparison of heat ux to the body predited by the MPC method and full CFD with experimentalmeasurements for Mah 10.3 ow of N2 over a planetary probe onguration with a global Knudsen number of 1×10−4.13 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
V.B. Surfae PropertiesIn addition to omparison of ow eld features predited by full CFD and the MPCmethod, surfae propertiespredited by the two methods an be ompared with available experimental measurements. Figure 9 showsthe veloity omponents 5 µm away from the wall surfae predited by full CFD and the MPC method. Asthe ow expands around the shoulder ( S
Rn
≈ 2), the near-wall veloities predited by full CFD and theMPC method start to deviate. In addition, the veloities predited at the sting junture are qualitatively inagreement, but the MPC method predits muh larger magnitudes. This has a diret eet on the dierenesin sizes of the wake vorties shown in the previous subsetion. Figure 10 ompares the oeient of pressure,dened by Eq. 20, where p is the surfae pressure, p∞ is the free stream stati pressure, ρ∞ is the freestream density, and V∞ is the free stream veloity. First, the forebody preditions are in exellent agreementwith eah other whih is also evident in the ow eld property omparison. Next, despite dierenes in theow eld properties in the near wake region, there is very little dierene in the surfae pressure preditedby full CFD and the MPC method. Only very small dierenes are seen along the sting junture and stingsurfae. Both methods showed the same level of agreement with the experimental measurements where bothare qualitatively in agreement along the bak fae, the very near wake, and the far sting region, but neithermath the pressure measurements in the mid sting region.Figure 11 ompares the oeient of surfae heating, whih is dened by Eq. 21 where q is the heattransfer to the body, between the MPC solution, CFD solution, and experimental measurements. Again,the heat transfer predited by the two methods is in exellent agreement in the fore body region wherethe mean free path is very small, and the ow is far into the ontinuum regime. There is a slight overpredition in heat transfer in the fore body for both methods ompared to the experimental measurements.This ould be partially due to some negleted physial model, suh as nite rate hemistry. In the wakeregion, the heat transfer predited by CFD and the MPC method, while qualitatively following the sametrends, show dierenes in the magnitude of heat transfer. First, the larger reirulation zones has a direteet on the surfae heating predited, with a larger separation between impingement points along the rearfae ( S
Rn












(21)VI. Conlusions and Future WorkSimulation of very low Knudsen number, hypersoni ow with ontinuum and hybrid methods are pre-sented and ompared with available, published experimental measurements. Only a small region in the near14 of 16Amerian Institute of Aeronautis and Astronautis
wake region is deteted as rareed in the MPC method and the DSMC method is applied to this region,while using CFD everywhere else. Due to the very low Knudsen number and over a four order of magnitudevariation in length and time sales, it is estimated that full DSMC results would require a fator of 100×more omputational time and memory than the MPC method.Dierenes in the predited ow properties in the near wake region with eah method are outlined. Inaddition, predited surfae pressure and heat transfer are ompared with experimental data. Both methodspredit nearly idential surfae pressure and are in good agreement with measurements. Outside of the nearwake region (rear fae and sting-junture), both CFD and the MPC method predit heat transfer that is invery good agreement with eah other. In the near wake region, signiant dierenes in the magnitude ofheat ux predited by full CFD and the MPC method are evident, but neither are in better agreement withexperimental data.Though initial MPC preditions do not improve on the full CFD preditions agreement with experimentalmeasurements, the urrent omputational limitations of the serial implementation of the method ould havean eet by severly limiting the length of time during the unsteady portion of the MPC simulation. Witha parallel ode, a longer unsteady time an be simulated without requiring an extremely long wall loktime by taking advantage of parallel omputing lusters. With a longer simulation time, other rareedow strutures that have longer development times ould evolve whih ould impat the agreement withavailable experimental measurements. In addition to parallelization, further study of a breakdown parameter,partiularly with strong internal relaxation proesses present, ould improve the eieny of the MPCmethod by only applying the DSMC method in regions where it is required.AknowledgmentsThe authors gratefully a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